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Government of Karnataka 

Department of Technical Education 

Board of Technical Examinations, Bangalore 

Prerequisites: Knowledge of Mathematics, Manufacturing Technology Production 

Technology, Material Science. 

Course Objectives:  

This course will help in developing the knowledge  required to estimate manufacturing cost 

of Press Tools, Jigs and fixtures and Moulds for analysis.  

 

Course Outcomes: 

On successful completion of the course, the students will be able to attain CO:   

Course Outcome CL Linked PO Teaching Hrs 

CO1 
Understand the concept of estimation 

and costing. Analyze the concept of 

depreciation cost. 

R/U/A 

 
1,2,3,8,10 

08 

CO2 
Know the components of costing and 

calculate material cost of simple 

machined components. 

R/U/A 1,2,3,8,10 08 

CO3 

Ability to estimate cost of the various 

machining operations and machine 

hour rate. 

U/A/An 2,3,4,5,8,10 10 

CO4 
Ability to estimate the cost of various 

press tool and moulds. 
U/A/An 2,3,4,5,8,10 12 

CO5 Understand the concept of Process 

planning and critical path. 
R/U 2,3,8,10 06 

CO6 To Understand the basics of 

Accounting. 
R/U 1,2,3,8,10 08 

  Total sessions 52 

Legend: R: Remember U: Understand A: Application An: Analysis 
 
 
 
 

 
Course Title: ESTIMATION AND COSTING   

Scheme (L:T:P) : 4:0:0 Total Contact Hours: 52 
Course Code: 

    15TD61T 

Type of Course:  Lectures, 

Self Study & Quiz 
Credit :04 

Core/ Elective: 

Core 

CEE:25 Marks                                                                                                    SEE:100 Marks 
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COURSE-PO ATTAINMENT MATRIX 

Course  Programme Outcomes 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Estimation & 

Costing    
3 3 3 2 2 - - 3 - 3 

Level 3- Highly Addressed, Level 2-Moderately Addressed, Level 1-Low Addressed. 
Method is to relate the level of PO with the number of hours devoted to the COs which address the given PO. 
If >40% of classroom sessions addressing a particular PO, it is considered that PO is addressed at Level 3  
 If 25 to 40% of classroom sessions addressing a particular PO, it is considered that PO is addressed at Level 2  
 If 5 to 25% of classroom sessions addressing a particular PO, it is considered that PO is addressed at Level 1  
 If < 5% of classroom sessions addressing a particular PO, it is considered that PO is considered not-addressed 

COURSE CONTENT AND BLUE PRINT OF MARKS FOR SEE 

Unit 

No 

 

Unit Name 

Hour Questions to be 

set for 

SEE/Marks 

 

Marks 

weightage 

 weightage 

(%) 

R U A/An   

1 
INTRODUCTION TO 

ESTIMATION & COSTING 
08 

5 5 10 20 14 

2 
ESTIMATION OF MATERIALS 

COST 
08 

5 5 10 20 14 

3 
CALCULATION OF MACHINE 

HOUR RATE 
10 

5 10 20 35 23 

4 
COST ESTIMATION OF PRESS 

TOOLS  AND MOULDS. 
12 

- 10 20 30 21 

5 
PROCESS PLANNING & 

CRITICAL PATH 
06 

- 5 15 20 14 

6 
ACCOUNTANCY 08 

5 5 10 20 14 

Total 52 20 40 85 145 100 

Legend: R; Remember, U: Understand A: Application An: Analysis 

 
 
UNIT I: INTRODUCTION TO ESTIMATION & COSTING     08 Hrs 

Estimation - Definition, Importance and Aims- Qualities and functions of an Estimator- 

Source of errors in estimation- Constituents of Estimation.Costing - Definition and Aims -

Difference between costing and estimating- - Depreciation and obsolescence: Definition, types, 

different methods of calculating depreciation- simple numeric examples. 

 

UNIT II: ESTIMATION OF MATERIALS COST      08 Hrs 

Material - Direct material, indirect material and examples- Calculation of Material cost - 

Labour - direct, indirect labour and examples - Calculation of labour cost - Expenses - direct, 

indirect expenses and examples- Classification of expenses - factory, administrative, selling 
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and distribution expenses - Fixed and variable expenses - Components of cost - prime cost, 

factory cost, office cost, total cost - Block diagram to show the relationship between elements 

and components of cost -Determination of selling price - Break even analysis - break even 

chart, diagram to illustrate break even point. 

UNIT III: CALCULATION OF MACHINE HOUR RATE               10 Hrs 

The terminology associated with machine shop estimation- Definition of cutting speed, feed, 

depth of cut- Procedure of estimating cost of machined part for following operations: Lathe 

operations (Facing, outside/inside turning, boring, drilling on lathe, grooving and threading). 
Drilling operations (Drilling, reaming, tapping)-Shaping operations- Milling operations (Face 

milling, side and face cutting, end milling)- Surface grinding,Cylindrical grinding operations 

(Plain cylindrical grinding)- For calculation of machine hour rate.  

  

UNIT IV: COST ESTIMATION OF PRESS TOOLS AND MOULDS.   12 Hrs 

Introduction –Estimation of Press Tools & Moulds, Die Casting dies, Jigs & Fixtures, 

Method of Estimation – Elemental Method- Procedure for calculating machine time, Material 

cost, weight calculation, reference to price list of standard steel die set and standard mould 

housing. Fasteners and bought out items. 

Introduction to standard estimation chart for elemental method. Conditions for Quick 

estimation. Introduction to Quick estimation chart. 

 

UNIT V: PROCESS PLANNING & CRITICAL PATH                                    06 Hrs 

Process planning – Introduction, Analyzing of part, Identifying materials, Purchase, Selection of 

operations, estimating Time factor, Exploring manufacturing feasibility, Segmental arrangement 

of operation PERT /CPM -  Rules for CPM network, advantage of CPM. 
 

UNIT VI: ACCOUNTANCY                                                  08 Hrs 

Introduction,History & origin, need for accounting, Book Keeping, Difference between Book 

keeping and Accounting, Objective of Book keeping, Terminology used in accounting, Debit, 

Credit, Assets, Liability, Income, Expenses, Accounting, Trading, Profit and Loss account, 

Balance Sheet. 
  

Sl.No. Title of Books  Author  Publication  

1. 

Mechanical estimation 

and costing 

T.R.Banga and S.C.Sharma  Khanna publishers 

2. Mechanical Estimation Malhothra  -  

3 

Industrial Organisation 

and Engineering 

Economics 

T.R.Banga and S.C.Sharma Khanna publishers 

4. Estimation Manual  Skytech Reference Manual T P Prakash 

 
5 

Mechanical costing and 

estimation.  

Singh and Khan  Khanna Publishers  

6 
Process planning & cost 

estimation 

M.Adithan  New age International 
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LIST OF SOFTWARES/ LEARNING WEBSITES:  

1. http://calculatoredge.com/index.htm#mechanical   

2. http://efoundry.iitb.ac.in/TechnicalPapers/2005/2005AMT_DieMoldCostEstimati

on.pdf 

3. http://www.turkcadcam.net/rapor/die-mold-2007/dm82.pdf 

4. http://web.stanford.edu/class/cee320/CEE320B/CPM.pdf 

5. http://keydifferences.com/difference-between-pert-and-cpm.html 
 

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES 
 

UNIT NO UNIT NAME STARATEGIES 

1 

INTRODUCTION TO ESTIMATION & 

COSTING 
Lectures, Discussions Presentations 

2 

ESTIMATION OF MATERIALS COST Demonstration of method to estimate cost 

taking live demonstration at work shop place, 

steps based handouts  

3 

CALCULATION OF MACHINE HOUR 

RATE 
Demonstration of method to estimate cost 

taking live demonstration at work shop place, 

steps based handouts 

4 

COST ESTIMATION OF PRESS TOOLS 

AND MOULDS. 
Demonstration of method to estimate tools  

and moulds cost taking live demonstration. 

steps based handouts and estimation charts, 

industrial visits 

5 

PROCESS PLANNING & CRITICAL 

PATH 
Discussions, Presentations and videos 

6 
ACCOUNTANCY  Discussions, real life industries situation. 

 

SUGGESTED LIST OF STUDENT ACTIVITYS 

Note: the following activities or similar activities for assessing CIE (IA) for 5 marks (Any one) 

 Each student should do any one of the following type activity or similar activity 

related to the course and before take up, get it approved from concerned Teacher and 

HOD. 

 Each student should conduct different activity and no repeating should occur 
 

1 Collect the finished parts from industries/market/scrap merchants Measure the dimensions and 

prepare production drawings of the parts using A4 size paper. Estimate the material cost 

2 Press Tool cost estimation:  
a. Determine raw material volume for all parts of a press tool.  

b. Determine material and consumables costs.  

c. For each part, estimate the cost. Show the assumptions and steps followed to estimate cost.  

d. Derive total cost of the part by using elemental method chart 

3 Mould Cost estimation:  
a. Determine raw material volume for all parts of a press tool.  

b. Determine material and consumables costs.  

c. For each part, estimate the cost. Show the assumptions and steps followed to estimate    cost.  

d. Derive total cost of the part by using elemental method chart 

4 Quick estimation:  
a. Determine the cost of press tools , Jigs and Fixtures by using quick estimation sheet.  

  

http://calculatoredge.com/index.htm#mechanical
http://efoundry.iitb.ac.in/TechnicalPapers/2005/2005AMT_DieMoldCostEstimation.pdf
http://efoundry.iitb.ac.in/TechnicalPapers/2005/2005AMT_DieMoldCostEstimation.pdf
http://www.turkcadcam.net/rapor/die-mold-2007/dm82.pdf
http://web.stanford.edu/class/cee320/CEE320B/CPM.pdf
http://keydifferences.com/difference-between-pert-and-cpm.html
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 MODEL OF RUBRICS /CRITERIA FOR ASSESSING STUDENT ACTIVITY 

 

RUBRICS MODEL 

RUBRICS FOR ACTIVITY( 5 Marks) 

Dimension 
Unsatisfactory Developing Satisfactory Good Exemplary Student 

Score 
1 2 3 4 5 

Collection 

of data 

Does not collect 

any information 

relating to the 

topic 

Collects very 

limited 

information; 

some relate to 

the topic 

Collect much 

information; 

but very 

limited relate 

to the topic 

Collects 

some basic 

information; 

most refer to 

the topic 

Collects a 

great deal of 

information; 

all refer to 

the topic 

Ex: 

 

4 

Fulfil 

team’s roles 

& duties 

Does not perform 

any duties 

assigned to the 

team role 

Performs very 

little duties but 

unreliable. 

Performs very 

little duties 

Performs 

nearly all 

duties 

Performs all 

duties of 

assigned 

team roles 

 

 

5 

Shares 

work 

equally 

Always relies on 

others to do the 

work 

Rarely does 

the assigned 

work; often 

needs 

reminding 

Usually does 

the assigned 

work; rarely 

needs 

reminding 

Normally 

does the 

assigned 

work  

Always does 

the assigned 

work without 

having to be 

reminded. 

 

 

3 

Listen to 

other Team 

mates 

Is always talking; 

never allows 

anyone else to 

speak 

Usually does 

most of the 

talking; rarely 

allows others 

to speak 

Talks good; 

but never 

show interest 

in listening 

others 

Listens, but 

sometimes 

talk too 

much 

Listens and 

speaks a fair 

amount 

 

 

2 

                                                               Average / Total marks=(4+5+3+2)/4=14/4=3.5=4 
 

Note: This is only an example. Appropriate rubrics/criteria may be devised by the           

concerned faculty (Course Coordinator) for assessing the given activity.  
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Course Assessment and Evaluation Scheme: 

 What To 

who

m 

When/Where 

(Frequency in the 

course) 

Max 

Marks 

Evidence 

collected 

Course outcomes 

Direct 

Assessment  

CIE IA 

S
tu

d
en

ts
 

Three IA 

tests(Average of 

three tests will be 

computed) 

20 Blue books 1,2,3,4,5,6 

Student activities 05 Activity sheets 1,2,3,4,5,6 

SEE End 

Exam 

End of the course  
100 

Answer scripts 

at BTE 
1,2,3,4,5,6 

Indirect 

Assessment 

Student 

Feedback on 

course 

S
tu

d
en

ts
 

Middle of the 

course  Feedback forms 
1,2,3 Delivery of 

course 

End of 

Course 

Survey 

End of the course 

 Questionnaires 

1,2,3,4,5,6 

Effectiveness of 

Delivery of 

instructions & 

Assessment 

Methods 

 

CIE- Continuous Internal Evaluation      SEE- Semester End Examination 

 
Note: I.A. test shall be conducted for 20 marks. Average marks of three tests shall be rounded off to 

the next higher digit. 

 

Note to IA verifier: The following documents to be verified by CIE verifier at the end of semester 

1. Blue books ( 20 marks) 
2. Student suggested activities report for 5 marks evaluated through appropriate rubrics. 
3. Student feedback on course regarding Effectiveness of Delivery of instructions & Assessment 

Methods 
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MODEL QUESTION PAPER (CIE) 
Test/Date and Time Semester/year Course/Course Code Max Marks 

Ex: I test/6 
th

 week 

of sem  10-11 Am 

V SEM 
ESTIMATION & 

COSTING 20 

Year:  Course code:15TD61T 

Name of Course coordinator  :                                                                                                                 

Units:1,2 Co: 1,2 

Note:   Answer all questions 

Question 

no 
Question MARKS CL CO PO 

1 Define estimation. Mention the aims of estimating 

 

05 
R/U/A 01 1,2,3,4,8, 

,10 

2 Name the various components of cost. Give brief 

descriptions of the component. 

 

05 

R/U/A 02 1,2,3,4,8, 

,10 

3 A machine was purchased for Rs 30000/-. The cost of 

erection charges was Rs 10000/- , the estimated life of 

the machine was 20 years. The scrap value at the end of 

useful life was Rs 8000/-. Determine the rate of 

depreciation per year by straight line method. After 10 

years the machine underwent major repairs and the repair 

cost was Rs 6000/- .What will be the new rate of 

depreciation per year. 

 

10 

R/U/A 01 1,2,3,4,8, 

10 
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MODEL QUESTION PAPER 
 

V- Semester Diploma in Tool & Die Making Examination 

  Course Title: ESTIMATION & COSTING   

Time: 3 Hours        Max Marks: 100

 Note: Answer any SIX from Part A and any SEVEN from Part B 
 

   PART-A    6x5=30 marks 

1. Define estimation. Mention the aims of estimating  

2. Explain the Straight line method of calculating depreciation  

3. Name the various components of cost. Give brief descriptions of the component. 

4. Distinguish between fixed and variable overhead 

5. Define cutting speed, feed, depth of cut for lathe operations 

6. Explain the Procedure of estimating cost of machined part for Lathe operations  

7. Explain the various operation time to be considered for estimation of  machining 

time. 

8. Explain the difference between book keeping and accountancy. 

9. What is costing? Differentiate between costing and estimation.  

   

PART-B        7x10=70 marks 

1. An industrial plant with initial value of Rs. 400000/- has a salvage value of 

Rs.50000/- at the end of 25 years, but sold for 260000/- at end of 10years. What is the 

profit or loss to the owner, if sinking fund method of depreciation is adopted? Take 

interest rate @ 8%. 

2. A machine was purchased for Rs 30000/-. The cost of erection charges was Rs 

10000/- , the estimated life of the machine was 20 years. The scrap value at the end of 

useful life was Rs 8000/-. Determine the rate of depreciation per year by straight line 

method. After 10 years the machine underwent a major repairs and the repair cost was 

Rs 6000/- .What will be the new rate of depreciation per year. 

Maruthi- Suzuki motors purchased an apparatus for Rs 60000/- on 1
st
 Jan 1985. 

 

3. A new milling machine has been purchased. Find the  

        machine hour rate using the following data.      
 

The cost of the machine is rupees 1810500/- 

The estimated life of the machine is 10 years. 

The weight of the m/c is 1.4 ton and the scrap value is Rs 15 / kg 

The anticipated obsolescence is 30 % of the capital cost. 

The interest on capital cost is 12 %  per annum 

The machine has two motors of 2HP and 1HP. 

The energy cost is Rs 5 / unit. 
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The machine occupies an area of 10 x 10 sqft area. 

The rent of the space is Rs 22 / sqft 

The salary of the operator is Rs 15000/pm. 

The maintenance cost is 4 %. 

The overhead cost is 10 % of the labour cost. 

 

4. A 20 X 7.5 cm CI surface is to be faced on milling machine with a cutter having a 

diameter of 125 cm and 20 teeth. If the cutting speed and feed are 50m/min and 4.5 

cm/min respectively, determine the milling time, rpm of the cutter and feed per tooth. 

 

5. What is CPM? Explain the rules for developing CPM network. 

6. A new milling machine has been purchased. Find the  

        Machine hour rate using the following data.      
 

The cost of the machine is rupees 1810500/- 

The estimated life of the machine is 10 years. 

The weight of the m/c is 1.4 ton and the scrap value is Rs 15 / kg 

The anticipated obsolescence is 30 % of the capital cost. 

The interest on capital cost is 12 %  per annum 

The machine has two motors of 2HP and 1HP. 

The energy cost is Rs 5 / unit. 

The machine occupies an area of 10 x 10 sqft area. 

The rent of the space is Rs 22 / sqft 

The salary of the operator is Rs 15000/pm. 

The maintenance cost is 4 %. 

The overhead cost is 10 % of the labour cost. 

7. A machine is purchased for Rs 60000/-. The estimated life of machine is 15 years and 

the scrap value is Rs 15000/-. Calculate the depreciations per year by using interest 

law (Sinking fund) method, if the rate of interest is charged at 5%. find the 

depreciation at the end of 5 years. 

8. Estimate the cost of the pressure pad shown below. The material is OHNS and heat treated 

to 56-58 HRC. Profile is cut on wire EDM . consider hole diameter = 12mm  and fillet 

radius= R6. 
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9. Estimate the cost of the Trimming Tool given below 
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*************************************************************************************** 

MODEL QUESTION BANK 
 

Diploma in Mechanical Engineering 

V Semester 

Course title: ESTIMATION & COSTING 

 

CO1: Understand the concept of estimation and costing. Analyze the concept of depreciation 

cost. 

REMEMBERING 

 
Chapter-I: Introduction to Estimation and costing 

1. Define estimation. Mention the aims of estimating 

2. State the functions of an estimator. 

3. Define costing.  

4. Mention the various costing methods 

5. State the advantages of efficient costing 

6. Define standard cost. Write the advantages of standard cost. 

7. Define the following terms 

a. Depreciation 

b. Estimation. 

8. Distinguish between man hour rate and machine hour rate 

9. Define obsolescence. List the various methods of calculating depreciation 

10. List the causes of depreciation 

11. Differentiate between depreciation and obsolescence 

12. Name six methods of calculating depreciation . Explain fixed instalment method of 

depreciation 

UNDERSTANDING 

 

1. Explain the various qualities of estimator 

2. Describe the procedure for carrying out estimation. 

3. Identify the sources of errors in estimating 

4. Identify the essential qualities of an estimator. 

5. Describe the idleness in industries? Discuss various form of idleness. Verify the 

accountability of idleness by an estimator 

6. Explain the need of an estimation for industrial project 

7. Distinguish between estimation and costing 

8. Explain the steps involved in estimating procedure. 

9. Explain the Straight line method of calculating depreciation  
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10. Explain the Sinking fund method of calculating depreciation  

11. Explain the diminishing balance method for calculating the depreciation 

12. Explain the terms 

a. Repair and maintenance  

b. Obsolescence 

13. Explain the aims of estimation 

14. Explain on the various functions of an estimator 

 

APPLICATION 

1. A machine was purchased for Rs 30000/-. The cost of erection charges was Rs 

10000/- , the estimated life of the machine was 20 years. The scrap value at the end of 

useful life was Rs 8000/-. Determine the rate of depreciation per year by straight line 

method. After 10 years the machine underwent a major repairs and the repair cost was 

Rs 6000/- .What will be the new rate of depreciation per year. 

Maruthi- Suzuki motors purchased an apparatus for Rs 60000/- on 1
st
 Jan 1985. 

2. The installation cost was Rs 11950/-. The apparatus has a life expectancy of 20 years 

with a scrap value of Rs 6000/-. What should be the rate of depreciation and 

depreciation fund on 1.1.1990 by reducing balance method? 

3. A lathe is purchased for Rs 80000/-. The assumed life is 10 years and scrap value Rs 

8000/-. If the depreciation is charged by diminishing balance method, calculate the 

rate by which the value of lathe is reducing every year and find the depreciation fund 

after 2 years. 

4. A machine is purchased for Rs 60000/-. The estimated life of machine is 15 years and 

the scrap value is Rs 15000/-. Calculate the depreciations per year by using interest 

law (Sinking fund) method, if the rate of interest is charged at 5%. find the 

depreciation at the end of 5 years. 

 

CO2: Know the components of costing and calculate material cost of simple machine 

components. 

 

REMEMBERING 

 

1. List out the various elements of cost. Explain each element with suitable examples. 

2. Name the various components of cost. Give brief descriptions of the component. 

UNDERSTANDING 

1. Distinguish between direct expenses and indirect expenses. 

2. Distinguish between fixed and variable overheads. 

3. Describe briefly the overhead charges. 

4. Explain the following  a) personal allowance  b) fatigue allowance 
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5. Explain the control on prime cost, control on overheads and control over indirect 

materials and tools. 

6. Explain the unit rate method designed for allocation of on cost 

 

APPLICATION 

 

1. Illustrate various elements of cost in determining the price of a product  With the help 

of a block diagram. 

2.  Write a short notes on a) Prime cost b) Direct material Cost  c) Direct labour cost 

3. Write the method involved in calculation of direct material cost. Mention the various 

indirect expenses.  

4. The direct material used is Rs 1000/- and the direct wages are Rs 443/- for the 

manufacture of certain items. Calculate the factory cost, when the on cost is to be 

60% of prime cost. 

5. Certain article is manufactured in bathes of 100. The direct material cost is Rs. 250/- , 

direct labour cost is Rs.400/- and factory overheads is Rs. 290/-. If the selling on cost 

is 40% of prime cost. What should be the selling price of each product to obtain a 

profit of 20% on the selling price? 

 

 

CO3: Ability to estimate cost of the various machining operations and machine hour rate.  

 

REMEMBERING 

1. List the various operations performed in machine shop.  

2. Define cutting speed, feed, depth of cut for lathe operations 

3. Define cutting speed, feed, depth of cut in lathe 

 

UNDERSTANDING 

1. Explain the various operation time to be considered for estimation of   

   Machining time. 

2. Explain the Procedure of estimating cost of machined part for Lathe operations  

3. Explain the Procedure of estimating cost of machined part for Milling operations 

4. Explain the Procedure of estimating cost of machined part for Cylindrical  

    Grinding operations. 
 

APPLICATION 
 

1. A new surface grinding machine has been purchased. Find the  

                 Machine hour rate using the following data.      
 

The cost of the machine is rupees 450000/- 

The estimated life of the machine is 10 years. 

The weight of the m/c is 1600 kg and the scrap value is Rs 18 / kg 

The anticipated obsolescence is 30 % of the capital cost. 
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The interest on capital cost is 12 %  per annum 

The machine has two motors of 1.5HP and 0.5HP. 

The energy cost is Rs 6 / unit. 

The machine occupies an area of 10 x 10 sqft area. 

The rent of the space is Rs 20 / sqft 

The salary of the operator is Rs 18000/pm. 

The maintenance cost is 4 %. 

The overhead cost is 10 % of the labour cost. 

2. A new milling machine has been purchased. Find the  

        Machine hour rate using the following data.      
 

The cost of the machine is rupees 1810500/- 

The estimated life of the machine is 10 years. 

The weight of the m/c is 1.4 ton and the scrap value is Rs 15 / kg 

The anticipated obsolescence is 30 % of the capital cost. 

The interest on capital cost is 12 %  per annum 

The machine has two motors of 2HP and 1HP. 

The energy cost is Rs 5 / unit. 

The machine occupies an area of 10 x 10 sqft area. 

The rent of the space is Rs 22 / sqft 

The salary of the operator is Rs 15000/pm. 

The maintenance cost is 4 %. 

The overhead cost is 10 % of the labour cost. 

 

3. A new milling machine has been purchased. Find the machine hour rate using the 

following data.      

The cost of the machine is rupees 1810500/- 

The estimated life of the machine is 10 years. 

The weight of the m/c is 1.4 ton and the scrap value is Rs 15 / kg 

The anticipated obsolescence is 30 % of the capital cost. 

The interest on capital cost is 12 %  per annum 

The machine has two motors of 2HP and 1HP. 

The energy cost is Rs 5 / unit. 

The machine occupies an area of 10 x 10 sqft area. 

The rent of the space is Rs 22 / sqft 

The salary of the operator is Rs 15000/pm. 

The maintenance cost is 4 %. 

The overhead cost is 10 % of the labour cost. 
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CO4: Ability to estimate the cost of various press tools and moulds. 

 

APPLICATION 

 
 

     1. Estimate the cost of the Trimming Tool given below 
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CO5: To understand the concept of Process planning and critical path. 

 

UNDERSTANDING 
1. Explain Process planning related to press tools. 

2. Explain Critical Path Method. 

3. List the steps involved in CPM 

 

APPLICATION 

1. Describe the segmental arrangement of PERT and CPM. 

2. Explain the advantages of CPM 

 

CO6: To Understand the basics of accountancy. 

 

REMEMBERING 

1. Define Book Keeping. 

2. Define Accountancy 

3. Define Profit & Loss Account 

 

UNDERSTANDING 

1. Explain Asset and Liability. 

2. Describe the objective of Book Keeping. 

3. List the Terminology used in accounting 

4. Give advantages of Accounting. 

APPLICATION 

1. Differentiate between Book keeping and Accounting 

2. Explain Profit and Loss account. 

3. Explain the need for accounting. 

4. Describe Income and Expenses. 

5. Preparation of Balance Sheet. ( simple problems) 

M/s Devi Log Industries, for the year  ending 31/03/14.   

1. M/s Devi log industry capital.  100000/- 

2. Sundry Creditors      20000/- 

3. Bills payable     10000/- 

4. Syndicate Bank loan   150000/- 

5. Deposits of customer     10000/- 

6. Cash in hand      10000/- 

7. Cash at Bank    130000/- 

8. Closing stock      60000/- 

9. Furniture and Fixtures     50000/- 

10. Land and Building   100000/- 

11. Plant and Machinery   100000/- 

12. Bills receivable       10000/- 

 

*************** 


